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Identify opportunities for developing learners Functional English & maths Skills Plan learning that incorporates Functional English & mathematics Identify different aspects of Physical. Functional Skills. Identify ensure the seating arrangements are appropriate, enable access to learning resources, refreshments and toilet facilities, check heating, lighting and ventilation Social ensure all learners can work comfortably together Learning state the aim, set clear targets, recap regularly, encourage, motivate and praise learners. Differentiation. Identifying similar To preparing to teach in the lifelong learning sector-2. Carousel Previous Carousel Next. Teaching in the Lifelong Learning Sector 79. 7 Learning and learners 81. Margaret McLay, Louise Mycroft, Penny Noel, Kevin Orr, Ron Thompson, Jonathan Tummons and Jane Weatherby. What is learning? 81. Understanding types of learning 84. ILP individual learning plan. ILT information and learning technology. ILTHE Institute for Learning and Teaching in Higher Education [HEA from 2004]. IQER integrated quality and enhancement review [by QAA, replaced by RCHE in 2012]. ISA Independent Safeguarding Authority. IT information technology. Ann’s first book Delivering Adult Learning was written in 2006 and was aimed at anyone taking the qualification of the same title. This book is no longer in print, but forged the beginning of her writing career and her aim of helping trainee teachers with their role. Ann is the author of the following text books, many of which are now in new editions (listed here in alphabetical order). Details can be found on her website: www.anngravells.com/books. Achieving your Assessment and Quality Assurance Units (TAQA) (2014). Delivering Employability Skills in the Lifelong Learning Sector (2010). Planning and Enabling Learning in the Lifelong Learning Sector (2010). The Best Vocational Trainer’s Guide (2015). The Certificate in Education and Training (2014). Lifelong learning is the voluntary act of learning throughout life. Discover the benefits of a learning mind-set for personal and professional development. In his book, Master it Faster, Colin Rose uses the mnemonic MASTER to describe the six stages he believes are key to becoming an effective learner. These stages can be applied to any type of learning, either formal or informal. Motivation.